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Last year at Art Basel Miami Beach, a little-known artist named Amalia Ulman 
appeared on a panel called “Instagram as an Artistic Medium.” Instagram was 
for real selves, real insight, real art, and above all, selfies, according to her 
esteemed co-panelists Simon de Pury, Hans Ulrich Obrist, Klaus Biesenbach, 
and the company’s CEO, Kevin Systrom. Their points, however, were somewhat 
compromised by the fact that the then-25-year-old Ulman spoke first. In a slideshow 
presentation, she explained how she spent five months crafting a falsified persona 
under her handle @amaliaulman. In 186 posts, the Instagram artwork Excellences 
& Perfections chronicled her character’s move to “the big city,” initial elation, a 
nervous breakdown, and eventual self-acceptance. Taking cues from popular users, 
Ulman played up gendered symbols of luxury (selfies in posh settings; softly lit 
frothy cappuccinos and rose petals; a breast augmentation) all tuned to her fictitious 
emotional roller coaster. She wound up with 89,000 followers. “It was funny to have 
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other panelists saying, ‘Instagram is a place where 
you can be yourself,’ ” Ulman reflects. “People 
love believing in things, and people still think the 
internet is a place of authenticity, but everyone is 
selecting, or even fabricating, what they post.” 

Ironically, many first learned of Ulman through 
the Miami presentation, and soon after, she went 
viral in her own right as a promising young artist. 
Last January she had her first New York solo show at 
James Fuentes gallery, an installation of desolate wire 
sculptures as a meditation on violence, partly inspired 
by her hospitalization after a bus crash in 2013. (It is 
now on view at the Utah Museum of Contemporary 
Art.) In a show this past spring at Showroom MAMA 
in Rotterdam, she directed an adult film with porn 
stars playing creative-industry hipsters. This month 
at Frieze London, she’s looking beyond selfies to a 
more surreptitious form of feminine expression for a 
piece entitled The Annals of Private History. Through 

a fictionalized video essay about the history of diaries 
and women, she ponders “cute” journals with locks 
given to girls and contrasts them to anonymous 
online spaces where people detail taboo experiences 
like fasting, plastic surgery, and prostitution. 
“Everything is so public now, so everyone self-
censors,” she says. “It’s only within these diaries 
or forums where that’s not the case.” She plans to 
trap viewers in a cushy white room without their 
phones, where they will be subjected to the video’s 
infantilizing voice-over until their pre-assigned 
number is called and they are permitted to leave. 

Ulman’s practice may seem enigmatic, reflecting 
the messiness between real and digital identity, but 
specific themes have emerged: in particular, she riffs 
on millennial narcissism, teasing out performative 
displays of “pretty” and “cute” that serve to mask 
conspicuous consumption and self-involvement. 
Growing up in the north of Spain, she made vir-

tual friends in chat rooms and is still curious about 
the nature of human connection on the internet. 

Ulman has also taken up pole-dancing classes 
for exercise since her injuries from the bus crash 
left her unable to jog, and will choreograph pole-
dance scenes for a play she’s working on. She’s 
even built a dance studio into her new home in 
Los Angeles. Notably, Ulman has decided against 
having access to the internet in the apartment. 
“I like having some sort of restraints,” she says. 
“I need a space where I can be bored and look 
at the ceiling and think.” —RACHEL SMALL
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: AMALIA ULMAN’S 
NYC, PRETTY PLEASE, ETHNIC, AND CAKES FROM 
EXCELLENCES & PERFECTIONS, 2014. COURTESY THE 
ARTIST AND JAMES FUENTES, NEW YORK. COSMETICS: 
NARS, INCLUDING AUDACIOUS LIPSTICK IN BETTE. HAIR 
PRODUCTS: SACHAJUAN, INCLUDING STRAIGHT AND 
SHINE SPRAY. HAIR: HIRO + MARI FOR SALON87/BRYAN 
BANTRY AGENCY. MAKEUP: FARA HOMIDI FOR NARS 
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